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IMA SCHELLING
AHEAD OF THE
CROWD IN 2022

“INNOVATIONS to keep you ahead of
and dowel insertion machinery. The
the crowd for 2022” is the mantra of
company’s field service team has many
IMA Schelling UK, where the company
years of knowledge and experience in the
is currently expanding its portfolio of
installation servicing and repair of the group’s
equipment beyond saws, lifters and
range of machines and will certainly provide
shredders.
the correct and efficient service you require.
Since the acquisition of IMA Klessmann
From a single machine to a whole factory,
UK back in March 2021, IMA Schelling UK is make the IMA Schelling Group your first port
now able to offer class-beating IMA Combima of call!
edge-banding machines with feed speeds of
up to 120m/min, together with the full range For further information tel IMA Schelling UK
of IMA BIMA CNC machining centres and
Ltd on 01937 586340.
IMAGIC throughfeed point-to-point drilling Visit www. imaschelling.com
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A PREMIER SUPPLIER
FOR PANEL
PROCESSORS
PANELCO is one of the UK’s
premier suppliers of woodbased panels to the UK furniture
industry.
As a company, Panelco provides
a unique proposition in the
woodworking industry, offering
ex-stock next day delivery on what
is claimed to be the widest range
of premium wood-based panel
solutions currently available in the
market.
Purchasing director, Mike Briggs
(pictured right) is responsible for
supply chain, product development
and innovation.
For more on panels, panel
processing and panel lifting, please
turn to Pages 5-9 of this issue.

NEW EXCLUSIVE
IMPORTER FOR
MARTIN MACHINERY
MARKFIELD Woodworking Machinery
(MWM) has been named an official
partner of Martin Machinery in England
and Wales.
This partnership brings together two of
the most trusted names in woodworking
machinery - both of whom have a long and
successful history.

MWM has gained a reputation within
the woodworking industry as a name to be
trusted, with expert knowledge and a robust
after-care service provided as standard.
Established in 1979 in Markfield, MWM
has grown to become a leading supplier
within the woodworking machinery sector.
For the full story, please turn to Page 2.

The T27 spindle moulder allows
the operator to set up complex
moulding patterns with tilted
spindles in an instant.
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INTERNATIONAL WOODWORKING
MACHINERY COMPANY NAMES TRUSTED
BUSINESS AS EXCLUSIVE IMPORTERS
FOR BOTH ENGLAND AND WALES
MARKFIELD Woodworking Machinery
(MWM) has been named an official partner of
Martin Machinery in England and Wales.
MWM have been supplying Martin machines
since 2008 and, due to the company’s continued
success in yearly increased sales, MWM has
now been appointed the official and exclusive
agents for all England and Wales.
This partnership brings together two of
the most trusted names in woodworking
machinery - both of whom have a long and
successful history.
MWM has gained a reputation within the
woodworking industry as a name to be trusted,
with expert knowledge and a robust after-care
service provided as standard.
MWM caters to a wide range of woodworkers,
joiners, manufacturers, furniture makers and
fitters.
MWM operates a dedicated team servicing
all areas of the business from sales, service,
spare parts to accounts and administration to
marketing.
The MWM team is committed to customer
satisfaction from the very first contact through

to machine delivery, installation and beyond.
Established in 1979, MWM has grown
to become a leading supplier within the
woodworking machinery sector.
Managing director, Gavin Cooper is excited
and as enthusiastic as ever about what the new
partnership will mean for their customers new
and old.
‘MWM has been supplying and supporting
Martin woodworking machines for over 12
years,’ says Mr Cooper.
‘Thanks to our continued growth and success
in supporting such a prestigious brand, Martin
Germany has now appointed us the official and
exclusive agents for all of England and Wales.
This we are very proud of and it really shows
how far we have come,’ he adds.
Since 1922 Martin has produced quality
woodworking solutions worldwide.
Established in Germany in 1922, the German
woodworking machinery manufacturer has
released a number of award-winning product
lines over the years and is now one of the most
trusted names in the woodworking machinery
trade sector.

For further information tel Markfield Woodworking Machinery on 0116 289 3469.
Visit www.mwmachinery.co.uk
The T27 spindle moulder allows
the operator to set up complex
moulding patterns with tilted
spindles in an instant

The Martin T75 sliding table
saw provides the freedom to
perform each angle cut on the
cross-cut fence and rip fence
exactly as required.

The Martin T12
spindle moulder is the
perfect spindle cutter
for a wide variety of
applications.

The Martin T45 planer/thicknesser
and the Martin 54 surface planer
are both ideally suited for modern
production requirements.
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4 MEDALS FOR SKILLED BLUM WORKERS
AT EuroSkills 2021, the European vocational skills
championship, young skilled professionals from across Europe
came together in Graz to demonstrate their various skills.
The four participants from Blum showcased their talent and
took home one silver and three bronze medals.
At the seventh European vocational skills championship,
which was the first to be held in Austria, Kevin Emhofer (CNC
turning), Mike Fink (CNC milling), Lukas Schwärzler (industrial
mechanics) and Lucas Dolinar (CAD design) were the four
young professionals to take part from Blum.
Silver medal for Kevin Emhofer
The 22-year-old from Hoechst beat some tough competition in
the CNC turning category to take home the silver medal.
‘At first I was just looking at my workpiece and thinking, how
am I supposed to do this in the time I have? Then I just started
to put into practice what I’ve learnt step by step,’ says Kevin
Emhofer, giving an insight into the competition.
As he had just completed his national service, there was little
time for him to prepare:
‘That’s why I never expected to come away with silver. The team
spirit with the coaches and the other candidates was invaluable.
‘It took the pressure off me and meant that I was never alone
throughout the long competition.
‘It feels really good to have the medal around my neck now,’
says the European championship silver medallist in CNC
turning.
Three bronze medals round off a marvellous result ‘We spent
months preparing. The level at EuroSkills is really high and the
three days of competition are very challenging,’ says Mike Fink.

‘It feels fantastic to know that all the work was worth it and I’m
happy that we were able to showcase our skills. The medal is the
perfect reward,’ adds Mike, as he reflects on his bronze medal in
CNC milling.
Lukas Dolinar also secured third place in CAD design: ‘The
long and intense training that I did to prepare paid off and
everything went to plan for me at EuroSkills,’ says Lukas.
‘I just wanted a medal. I didn’t mind whether it was bronze,
silver or gold. This made the feeling of actually going up onto the
podium even sweeter,’ explains the 22-year-old.
The fourth member of the Blum team also impressed in the
industrial mechanics category of the international competition
and took home a bronze medal:
‘It wasn’t always plain sailing during the competition. I really
had to keep a cool head. Right up to the end, I wasn’t sure if I’d
done enough. Gaining a medal is an indescribable feeling,’ says
Lukas Schwärzler.
Exceptional performances by apprentices and instructors
An international competition is always an exciting challenge for
apprentices and instructors alike:
‘We are extremely proud of all our competitors and overjoyed
by their outstanding achievements,’ stresses head of vocational
training at Blum, Dieter Hämmerle.
‘The best of the best compete at EuroSkills. The right frame
of mind, nerves of steel and tolerances of a thousandth of a
millimetre are crucial here.
Our intensive preparation, which includes mental coaching and
team building exercises, has definitely paid off,’ explains the head
of vocational training at Blum, Dieter Hämmerle.

‘We are delighted that EuroSkills 2021 took place – despite all
the set-backs.

The four medal winners from left to right, Blum: Lucas Dolinar (CAD
design), Mike Fink (CNC milling), Lukas Schwärzler (industrial
mechanics) and Kevin Emhofer (CNC turning).

The EuroSkills Blum team, consisting of participants, coaches and
experts, was delighted by the outstanding results achieved in

Blum’s head of cocational training, Dieter Hämmerle was more
than happy with the performance of the competitors and their

Austria.

‘This international competition is very important to us as a
company that believes in training and apprenticeships, because
it also puts the quality of our vocational training to the test time
and time again.
‘Everyone is talking about the shortage of skilled professionals.
These competitions are all the more reason to help counteract
this. Next time, I hope that we can compete with even more
participants – and perhaps some female competitors too,’ adds
Dieter Hämmerle.
Additional participants from Vorarlberg in Graz
Two more apprentices from Blum, Jonas Brunner and Marc
Domig, were able to participate without official scoring, using
the event as an opportunity to prepare for the upcoming national
championship.
Four coaches and three experts from the Blum team of
instructors were on hand at the big event and supported the
young, skilled professionals.
“Team Vorarlberg” is completed by three other participants and
one jury member from the Vorarlberg-based company.
A total of 450 competitors across 45 professions took part – all
competing for the coveted title of European champion in their
categories.
For further information visit www.blum.com

achievements at EuroSkills 2021.

ROYAL SEAL OF APPROVAL AS A
LEADER IN SUSTAINABILITY

ONE of the first recipients of the Terra Carta Seal, which was
launched at COP26 by His Royal Highness The Prince of
Wales is AkzoNobel.
The Terra Carta Seal is a major new award, which recognises
global companies, which are driving innovation and
demonstrating their commitment to – and momentum towards
– the creation of genuinely sustainable markets.
It’s part of the Terra Carta, a recovery plan for Nature, people
and the planet, which was introduced early this year through
HRH The Prince of Wales’ Sustainable Markets Initiative.
As the only paints and coatings
manufacturer to receive the
prestigious honour, AkzoNobel is
among an elite group of companies,
which have been acknowledged
for holding a leadership position
within their industry and
which have credible transition
roadmaps underpinned by globally
recognised, scientific metrics for
achieving net zero by 2050, or
earlier.
‘The Terra Carta Seal recognises
those organisations which have
made a serious commitment
to a future that is much more
sustainable and puts Nature, people
and the planet at the heart of the
economy,’ said HRH The Prince
of Wales, commenting on the
inaugural awards.
‘We all need to make changes, if
we are to preserve the planet for
our children and grandchildren and

these businesses have pledged to make it easier for us all to do
so,’ adds The Prince.
‘Having our efforts recognised by the award of the Terra
Carta Seal is a source of great pride for everyone in our
company. It’s a clear endorsement of all the work we’re doing
across AkzoNobel and everything we’ve achieved so far,’ says
AkzoNobel chief executive officer, Thierry Vanlancker, who
was in Glasgow to accept the honour.
‘It also confirms the vital role that paints and coatings can
play when you combine the precious and irreplaceable power of
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Mature with the transformative power of paint – which lies at
the heart of what we do for people and the Environment,’ adds
Mr Vanlancker.
‘There’s a clear and obvious link between the aims of the Terra
Carta charter – which puts Nature, people and planet at the
heart of global value creation – and our own “People Planet
Paint” approach to both sustainable business and innovative
collaboration.
‘So we’re honoured to receive this recognition and are fully
committed to continuing to lead our industry in pioneering a
more sustainable future,’ concludes
Mr Vanlancker.
AkzoNobel’s sustainability
ambitions highlight the extent of
what the company is currently
aiming to achieve with regard to
transitioning to a more sustainable
future.
As well as aiming to cut carbon
emissions by 50 per cent by 2030,
the company is also targeting 100
per cent renewable electricity and
zero non-reusable waste to be
achieved by 2030.
In addition, AkzoNobel
recently became the first paints
and coatings company to have
science-based sustainability targets
officially validated by the Science
Based Targets initiative (SBTi).
For further information
visit www.akzonobel.com/en/
about-us/sustainability
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BENEFITS OF THE WADKIN BURSGREEN
WALL SAW/VERTICAL PANEL SAW

A PANEL saw is a basic machine that everybody working
within the woodworking industry would need in their
workshop to convert various panel products.
The classic panel saw is the sliding table panel saw, with a
wide work-table and large foot-print.
The vertical panel saw – or wall saw – has become very
popular too, as an alternative to the traditional sliding table
panel saw.

operator can work perfectly on their own. Cutting and loading
this type of machine is easy for the operator and the heavy-duty
construction ensures that they are very accurate.
If the operator needs assistance loading the machine with
large heavy sheets, this can still be achieved with another
person, or with the purchase of a vacuum board lifter, which
helps with Health and Safety issues and lessens the amount of
damage to the product and machine. There will be less stress
on the operator, as they will move the saw head not the heavy,
awkward sheet.
Another benefit is the cost of this machine. Sometimes,
for the size that you can cut on a vertical panel saw, they are
cheaper than some panel saws of the same size.
Wadkin
Bursgreen wanted
to provide a very
good quality
wall saw for its
customers, with
the best Wadkin
Bursgreen
tradition,

What is a vertical panel saw?

The vertical panel saw, or wall saw as it is better known, has
long been a valuable space-saving option for space-starved
workshops.
The panel to be cut remains static throughout and the saw
head and saw beam travel vertically, or horizontally to perform
the cut with ease.

The advantages of a vertical panel saw

The amount of space saved is one of the greatest benefits. At
under 7m2, the wall saw compares well to a 3.2m sliding table
saw, which uses 35m2 of valuable floor space.
There are many workshops with restrictive space and these
vertical saws help them a great deal.
Operation is another huge benefit. Generally, a one-man

whilst maintaining it at an affordable price. The premium
and standard machines are extremely competitive with the
company’s main competitors.
Though more of a consideration than a direct benefit, the
Wadkin Bursgreen team feels that it makes sense for customers
looking for a wall saw to consider the delivery and installation
of the machine.
In their view, it is vital that the company from whom you buy
a saw offers you a complete service; it is important that skilled
engineers install your machine.
For further information tel Advanced Machinery Services
on 0116 259 8900. Visit www.advancedmachinery.co.uk

SAVing both TIME & MONEY WITH
the use of TAWI VACUUM LIFTERS
‘DID you know that the implementation of vacuum lifting
equipment in your operations can save you both time and
money?’ asks UK sales manager at Tawi, Matt Baker, offering
advice on how to work efficiently with vacuum lifters.
‘Tawi vacuum lifters use innovative technology to grip and lift
various types of loads. Our systems consist of a vacuum pump,
connected by an air hose to a lifting tube,’ explains Matt.
‘At the end of the lifting tube are the suction head and the
suction foot, which will hold the load and they come in
different sizes depending on what the load is.
‘The feet create an airtight seal between the load and the
lifter, ensuring a safe grip of the load throughout the handling
process.
‘The operator can easily adjust the lifting height by regulating
the vacuum level through a control handle.
‘This type of suction lifting is safe and gentle on both the
operator and, most importantly, is quick and easy to use,’ adds
Mr Baker.
Tawi customers report that its vacuum lifters have become an
indispensible part of their operation:

‘With Tawi lifters, everyone can lift large and heavy sheets and
the employees can keep an even pace throughout the whole day
without straining their bodies,’ says production leader at LG
Collection, Bjorn Skoglun.
‘With our vacuum lifters, you can easily lift sheets of wood
weighing up to 500kg. A comfortable and user-friendly control
panel makes it easy to keep full control of the load and ensures
an ergonomic working position,’ continues Matt Baker.
‘Sheets can be rotated and tilted up to 180 deg, making it easy
to move doors, panels and other sheet materials. Bags and other
more porous loads normally require a larger suction foot.
‘For these types of porous loads, the suction foot is often
accompanied by a rubber skirt to ensure an airtight seal and
to ensure that leakage is minimised and suction is maximised,’
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explains Tawi’s UK sales manager, Matt Baker.

Savings from vacuum-powered lifting

‘Vacuum lift systems come with many benefits for both
businesses and people,’ says Matt, pointing out that a vacuum
lifter will almost fully eliminate the weight of any load, making
lifting effortless.
‘Naturally, this improves employee satisfaction and will also
help save companies from injury-related costs,’ adds Matt.
‘When lifting is effortless, anyone can lift, resulting in
improved workforce flexibility, diversity and retention,’ he
concludes.
For further information tel Tawi on 01604 591120.
Visit www.tawi.com

Email us at: bill.willowe@gmail.com
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UNILIN LAUNCHES 4 NEW MDF
PRODUCTS WITH A HIGH QUALITY
TRANSPARENT FINISH
COLOURED in core MDF is the ideal choice for those who want to bring their interior design
projects to a higher level quickly and easily.
Wood fibreboards can be processed right to the core and applied without any edge finishing.
Due to their great success, Unilin Panels is launching four new Fibralux variants.
‘Our MDF range consists of a series of highly decorative wood fibre boards,’ says product
manager, Bart Catteeuw.
‘You can use the boards unfinished, treat them with a transparent protective
layer (including oil, wax and varnish), or finish them with surface material, such
as melamine, HPL, or wood veneer.
‘The MDF boards can be used in a wide range of applications, such as furniture,
wall coverings, stand construction and product presentation in shops and
showrooms,’ adds Mr Catteeuw.

That makes Unilin a leading international player today and a lasting industry partner for the
future.
The company has 1,300 employees and operates from production facilities in Belgium and
France - together producing 2.1 million m³ of panel material every year.
For further information visit www.panels@unilin.com

Unmatchable quality

‘With our grey and black coloured Fibralux boards, we went one step further in
terms of ease of use.
‘Thanks to a transparent lacquer coating on both sides, you no longer have to
finish the surface of the MDF yourself, so it is immediately ready for use. The
quality and aesthetics of the hi-tech lacquer finish are unmatchable by hand,’ he
adds.
Since the end of 2019, Fibralux MR Black Super Matt has been on the shelves:
black MDF with a super matt, strong and scratch-resistant lacquer coating with
soft touch effect, which is resistant to fingerprints. The fine wood fibres also
remain visible, highlighting the natural origin of the product.
‘With these new products, we are responding to the increasing demand for
ready-to-use, coloured MDF.
‘We had expected this, because the fully finished panels save you a great deal
of time and money. And thanks to the new finishing options, they just look
incredibly beautiful,’ enthuses Bart Catteeuw.
Due to their high scratch resistance, the MDF boards with super matt and
satin finish can also be used for horizontal applications - with the exception of
worktops. The Fibralux MR base plate also stands out for its high density and
moisture resistant qualities.
Unilin Panels is part of the Unilin Group and has been supplying innovative
wood-based solutions for construction and interior projects since 1960.
The company’s chipboard, MDF, HDF, HPL and melamine-faced boards find
their way into commercial outlets in wood and building materials, industrial
processors and DIY chains worldwide.
Unilin is constantly developing solutions tailored to individual needs with
creativity and innovation as the driving force. In addition, Unilin continuously
invests in product design and new technologies.
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PANELCO - A PREMIER SUPPLIER OF
WOOD-BASED PANELS OFFERS NEXT
DAy DELIVERY ON A WIDE RANGE OF
WOOD-BASED PANEL SOLUTIONS

PANELCO is one of the UK’s premier suppliers of woodbased panels to the UK furniture industry. The company has
a tight management structure tasked with driving quality and
service consistently.
Commercial director, Julie Dean and commercial manager,
Matthew Davies, head up sales and marketing. Purchasing

director, Mike Briggs is responsible for supply chain, product
development and innovation, whilst Ashley Hooley takes
responsibility for the stock and inventory management.

As a company Panelco provides a unique proposition in the
woodworking industry, offering ex-stock next day delivery on
what is claimed to be the widest range of premium wood-based

Mike Briggs of Panelco.
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panel solutions currently available in the market.
The range offered by Panelco includes MDF, Plywood P2
and P5 chipboard, FR based panels, MR panels, Veneers, OSB,
structural flooring and, perhaps, the widest range of decorative
melamine-faced boards assembled under one roof in the UK.
Panelco’s relationship with Medite goes back many years. The
company is a specialist in producing MDF and MDF alone. As
a result, Medite has developed a product which far exceeds the
market expectations both in terms of quality and usability.
As a specialist producer, Medite offers many products, which
have been developed to work in over 400 different applications,
including fire retardant, moisture resistant, Medivent and the
incredible water-proof Tricoya to name a few.
Panelco offers an extensive range covering Trade, standard,
MR, FR exterior grade and Tricoya covering all the industry
standards, available for next day delivery from a single sheet to
full loads.
Along with the industry standards Panelco specialises in
carrying a range of non-standard product lines. These include
oversized and specialist panels, supporting a great number of
niche applications.
Medite Clear is a product manufactured with zero
formaldehyde, specifically developed for use in
environmentally sensitive applications.
Medivent is a product developed for use in Passivhaus
buildings, a suitable breathable MDF that is CARB2 compliant
and FSC certified.
Panelco is based in the heart of Staffordshire in a 650,000ft2
distribution facility. The company operates its own fleet of
trucks designed with the sole purpose of supplying customers

Email us at: bill.willowe@gmail.com
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on time and in full whatever the customer’s requirements.
Take a look further into what Panelco offers and you will
discover so much more than just a next day delivery service.
Visit the company’s recently opened Design Studio &
Forum where you can utilise all the facilities Panelco has on
offer to develop new ranges, see new trends and decors all
with the assistance of the sales team.
Sales remain extremely strong for Medite product.
However, Panelco is witnessing a real emergence in demand
for oversized MR MDF up to lengths of 5.2m. These
specialist products have been bought into stock as the
company adjusts requirements to reflect demand.
Medivent is quite unique in its application and is
specified more and more in the development of Bio
and Environmental homes, both offering great levels of
machinability, performance and a considerably lower
environmental impact.
Finally, Medite Tricoya Extreme is a product designed to
be machined and processed just like standard MDF, but it is
completely water-proof, making it ideal for the construction
of external furniture.
Panelco’s website is fully updated with all the most up-todate Medite information. Alternatively interested parties
can pay the company a visit at its Design Facilities to look at
samples and discuss individual requirements.
Medite Exterior.

At Panelco there is a real respect for what is possible
with raw MDF. Working with so many different types of
manufacturers and designers it is possible to obtain a real
vision of exactly what is possible and just how versatile the
product is.
At Panelco it is acknowledged that customers can
sometimes struggle to find the right product that is fit for
purpose with projects and can struggle to find solutions.
Often there is a simple remedy and to re-inforce this,
Panelco has teamed up with Medite to promote the Medite
“Makes It Real” campaign.
The campaign focuses on a brand new portal that Medite
launched at the beginning of 2021. This portal allows
industry professionals to connect and showcase their work, or
projects.
This fantastic tool represents an incredible step in the right
direction for the industry and opens the door to increasing
innovation. Alongside competitions and prizes including
merchandise, this is a really valuable tool.
Panelco has a very bright future and is continuously
investing across the core elements of the business, including
manufacturing, warehousing and IT infrastructure.
For further information tel Panelco on 01782 392100.
Visit www.panelco.com
Tricoya Wall.

Medite UltraLite

Medite MR.
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Bandsawing the MZ way –
productivity with safety
WITH many furniture manufacturers experiencing
increasing safety issues when using manual bandsaws,
coupled with the lack of skilled operators to use the machines,
the need to find a viable alternative to safely cut shaped parts
is becoming increasingly important.
Thankfully, there is a solution available from specialist
bandsaw manufacturer, MZ Project (part of the Pade Group),
which offers a range of machines that eliminate the need for
manual marking-out and cutting of parts by hand.
MZ Project’s exclusive UK agent, JJ Smith, says that the
machines are simple to operate, extremely safe and very
productive.
The unique feature on all the MZ CNC bandsaws is that the
blade will automatically angle +/-90° through the program,
thus replicating how the operator has to move the part on a
manual machine. This means that parts with complex shapes
can be produced.
Another big advantage is that the blanks to be cut are loaded

and clamped on a moving
carriage, which runs on
linear precision rails, with
variable speed set via the
program.
The blank then stays
clamped in position while
the bandsaw and table
move together to enable
the shaped part to be cut.
The cut piece is then
ejected at the rear side
of the bandsaw on to a fixed table, or optional conveyor. The
machine table then automatically returns to the operator ready
for the next blank(s) to be loaded, with the possibility to load/
stack pieces up to 100mm in height.
The resident Imago software part drawings in DXF format
can then be imported and a program is then created for each
different part required. A
library of parts is built up.
It is then just a case of the
operator recalling which
one needs to run – with
no templates, or manual
marking-out being required.
The only task the operator
may have to undertake is to
manually adjust the workpiece
clamps for different-sized
blanks.
Not only is there a big safety
benefit, as the operator’s
hands are kept well away from
the cutting area, this type of
machine helps de-skill the job.
In addition, the fact that the

machine is CNC-controlled and works off computer generated
programs means that repeat machining accuracy is always
achieved.
The two models of machine available, Basic and Hopper, can
be supplied with carriages either 1,300mm, or 2,000mm in
length (longer on request as a special).
The Basic can accept material up to 1,300mm long x 150mm
wide x 100mm in thickness, while the Hopper has a 1300mm x
1200mm x 100mm capacity.
Both machines are equipped with safety mats at the loading
area and safety fencing along the rear side and ends. In
addition, there is a pneumatically operated Lexon bandsaw
blade guard.
Not only can these bandsaws be used for cutting furniture
parts, they are also popular for cutting different types of
insulation material, gun headstocks, composites or parts for
specialist packing frames. Special configuration machines are
available on request.
Exclusive UK agent, JJ Smith, believes that this range of MZ
Project machines can finally move bandsawing into the 21st
Century.
For further information tel JJ Smith on 0151 548 9000.
Visit www.jjsmith.co.uk

FURNICA LAUNCHES NEW
SLIDING DOOR SYSTEMS

AT the beginning of 2021 Furnica announced that, in
response to a number of enquiries from its customers, the
company was going to introduce high quality sliding door
systems for carpentry companies and private clients to the
UK market.
The most important challenge in introducing sliding door
systems into the UK market was to ensure that stocks of
aluminium and steel profiles, as well as all the accessories
required to manufacture the completed doors were held in
sufficient quantities.
With this in mind Furnica now intends to dedicate part of its
warehouse in Rugby to maintain stock levels.
‘At the moment we are doing our best to respond to the demand
from our clients - both carpentry companies which manufacture
wardrobes and cupboards with sliding doors and individual
customers using the application for ordering sliding doors on
line,’ says Furnica’s chief executive officer, Kamil Siedzielnik.
In the second half of November, Furnica delivered the

necessary profiles and accessories for the manufacture of sliding
doors to the UK warehouse.
The stock levels maintained will enable Furnica to deliver
accessories within four working days for its customers in the UK.
‘Later we plan to introduce a special application for designing
and ordering sliding doors online,’ adds Kamil.
‘In the application, the customer enters the dimensions of the
door and chooses the profile colour and type of filling.
‘Within four weeks, one of the companies co-operating with
Furnica will deliver the manufactured sliding door to the
indicated address.
‘Furnica is currently looking for companies in the UK who
would like to start working with us to manufacture sliding
doors for individual customers who wish to order them online.
‘We are looking for carpenters who already manufacture
sliding doors, who would like to work as an Furnica authorised
dealer. From our side we will provide training and all the
necessary tools.
‘Furnica
intends to focus
primarily on
the supply of
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aluminium and steel profiles and accessories to the UK and
will outsource the entire sliding door production and delivery
process.
‘We do not intend to manufacture ready-made sliding doors,’
explains Kamil Siedzielnik.
‘All orders received online, via the company’s website will be
forwarded to dealers, who will use our systems to manufacture
and deliver the finished doors to our customers.
‘For companies willing to co-operate, Furnica has prepared
very attractive pricing conditions.
‘As a manufacturer and distributor of furniture accessories,
Furnica does not plan to make money on serving retail
customers and, therefore, intends to transfer its services
to a network of co-operating companies,’ concludes Kamil
Siedzielnik.
In order to further support its partners, Furnica will soon
be introducing Lacobel in several colours, Egger 10mm board
and a wide range of mirrors in various olours will be available
shortly.
For further information tel Furnace on 07441 909300.
Visit www.furnica.co.uk
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TROPICAL TIMBER ACCORD
LAUNCHED AT COP26

A MAJOR new initiative to tackle illegal deforestation and
strengthen legal governance frameworks in tropical forest
producer countries and within international timber supply
chains was recently launched at COP26.
Billed as a “Call to Action” from the global private sector
involved in forest management and timber production
globally, the Tropical Timber Accord - “Global Forests need
Global Governance:” highlights that strong, inclusive legal
frameworks are essential for the sustainable management
of tropical forests, which underpins all other climate policy
ambitions.
The paper proposes a new governance approach for the
global tropical forest sector based on national standards
within an international framework.
Crucially, it also proposes supporting an international
secretariat to administer and oversee the development of this
framework.
Produced from a series of workshops with trade associations
and businesses throughout the tropical production belt and
facilitated and led by the UK Timber Trade Federation (TTF),
the Accord is supported by associations in consumer nations
including China, Europe and the UK.

‘We really welcome this call to action that the TTF has
facilitated. We have to be able to support growth in countries
across the world where the forests are an important economic
resource but, at the same time, protect and support our
climate change objectives,’ says climate and environment
director of the Foreign, Commonwealth & Development
Office, Vel Gnanendran.
‘Protecting and growing our global forests cannot be left
to “one-sided” approaches, but must be within a continual
dialogue, which supports sustainable production and shares
the cost of enforcement,’ says director of operations of the
International Tropical Timber Organisation, Sheam Satkuru.
‘The tropical timber sector has a key role in achieving the
forest management and conservation goals of COP26. This
requires the private sector, governments and civil society
coming together to promote governance and sustainable
management of resources,’ adds Sheam Satkuru.
‘This is the first time that the global private sector of the
forestry management and timber production industry has
come together to speak with one united voice to advocate for
greater global governance and enforceable legal frameworks
in supply chains and within producer forest countries,’ says
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chief executive of the UK Timber Trade Federation, David
Hopkins (pictured right).
‘Now we need to start to put some of the detail behind
those pledges into
action, with a far
stronger global
legal framework
governing the
management of
forests and the
trade through the
supply chains,’
concludes Mr
Hopkins, speaking
on behalf of the
Timber Trade
Federation.
For further information tel the Timber Trade Federation on
020 3205 0067. Visit www.ttf.co.uk
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W22 CANCELLED FOR A SECOND TIME
AMIDST UNCERTAINTIES BROUGHT ABOUT
BY THE CONTINUING COVID PANDEMIC
The industry needs a longer timeline to work towards.

THE Montgomery Group has announced the cancellation of
W22 - the UK’s flagship event for the manufacturing and joinery
industry. The event was due to take place at the NEC from
February 6-9, 2022.
The announcement follows a period of unprecedented
uncertainty, with the ongoing global impact of COVID-19 and
related government restrictions resulting in an ever-shifting
calendar of European exhibitions.
The cancellation marks the second time that the organisers have
been compelled to move the show, which was originally due to

return in September of 2020.
The re-launched showcase for the furniture manufacturing and
joinery sector is now scheduled to take place at the NEC from
September 24-27 2023.
‘It is with a very heavy heart that we have decided to cancel the
W Exhibition 2022, which had to be postponed from its original
dateline in September 2020, due to restrictions on the hosting of
events in the context of the Covid pandemic,’ says W Exhibition
managing director, Nickie West.
‘Despite a huge appetite from visitors and a genuine enthusiasm
from new and emerging companies within the sector, we have
decided that it is in the best interest of our committed and
supportive stake-holders and indeed the future of the show, if
we give the industry a longer timeline to work towards. This
decision has been further cemented by the recent emergence of the
Omicron variant, she adds.
The W Exhibition is the UK’s No 1 event for the furniture
manufacturing and joinery industry, with over 40 years of heritage.
The event will return to the NEC in a new and re-invigorated
format from September 24 - 27, 2023. The show brings together
some of the world’s leading suppliers of woodworking machinery,
materials and tooling.
The W Exhibition typically attracts 10,000 visitors across the
four days of the show. A large proportion of those who had already
registered to visit are budget holders, with over 20 per cent of these
holding a purchasing authority of circa £50,000.
‘It was hugely encouraging to see such a strong appetite for the
W Exhibition, as reflected in the high number of visitors who had

pre-registered much earlier in our promotional campaign,’ says
Nickie West.
‘With no industry event having taken taking place since 2018, it
was time to get back together and reconnect,’ she adds.
The W Exhibition brings together some of the world’s leading
suppliers of woodworking machinery, materials and tooling.
‘We are consulting with our stake-holders, including the
associations, trade bodies, industry media and our visiting
audience to re-define our proposition.
‘When we return to the NEC with our new concept, which
will incorporate a complete re-imagining of the show, the event
will be a true reflection of the wants and needs of the furniture
manufacturing and joinery sector,’ proclaims Nickie West.
‘Over the coming months, an interdisciplinary team of internal
and external experts will analyse the target segments and, in close
exchange with manufacturers and retailers, make a deep dive into
their marketing and commercial needs.
‘In this context, particular attention will be paid to the latest
trends in manufacturing with a view to the post-pandemic period.
‘The goal remains to deliver the best possible ROI for our
exhibitors and the best experience for our visitors. We are
confident that this new dateline and new concept will allow us to
do just that. We are excited to showcase all of the latest products
and machinery when we eventually return in September 2023,’
concludes Nickie West.

For further information visit www.wexhibition.co.uk

ANCA’S NEWEST offering is 70%
FASTER at MEASURING TOOLS

A NEW offering from ANCA, LaserUltra dramatically increases
capacity and reduces waste through highly accurate and fast inprocess measurement and compensation, allowing for unmanned
shifts.
ANCA leads the market in inventing, developing and offering its
customers the latest technology to realise the benefits of automation
and lights out manufacturing.
ANCA is a market leading manufacturer of CNC grinding
machines. It was founded in 1974 in Melbourne, Australia where the
company still has its global headquarters.
ANCA Europe has its main technology centre in Weinheim,
Germany and a smaller facility in Coventry, UK with expert teams
covering service and sales, applications, customer training, operations,
engineering, finance and administration.
Regular customer demonstrations and events are conducted at the
Weinheim technology centre.
In order to offer customers a local experience, ANCA has sales and
service teams in Poland, France, Italy and Turkey, as well as sales
partners in Spain, Russia, Switzerland, Israel and other key European
locations.
All locations are listed at https://machines.anca.com/Contact
ANCA CNC grinders are used for manufacturing precision
cutting tools and components across a diverse range of competitive
industries, including cutting tool manufacturers, power generation,
woodworking, automotive, aerospace, electronics and medical.
LaserUltra is the next generation of the highly popular LaserPlus,
an in-process measurement technology only available with ANCA

that gave customers the power to operate unmanned overnight with
confidence, meaning that they could retrieve their finished tools the
next day within specification.
LaserPlus was itself a game changer for the industry and already
significantly faster than external tool measurement processes.
ANCA’s LaserUltra allows the measurement of tool geometries to
tolerances of 0.002mm without removing the tool from the grinder,
saving time in the manufacturing process and ensuring maximum
accuracy in measurement is maintained over large batch grinding.
The Swiss manufacturer of key cutters F.O. Select is one user, which
has been relying on the previous LaserPlus solution for quite some
time.
‘We produce all our products in-house, so we have a control over the
whole production process and can cope with the increasing demands
on complexity and precision,’ says fifth generation family member of
F.O. Select, Loïc Jacot.
‘For us, LaserPlus was the key to converting our manufacturing to
24/7 without compromising on quality,’ adds Mr Jacot.
The LaserPLus advancement has now been introduced at EMO in
Milan as LaserUltra with some significant innovations.
A new, analog measurement achieves a 70 per cent reduction in the
measuring time compared to LaserPlus.
The analog measurement is a continuous edge scan instead of a
number of digital points along the cutting edge.
This process also eliminates variations caused by a machine standing
idle, errors, due to manual wheel corrections and the requirement of
skilled operators. In its place, LaserUltra has increased
accuracy, productivity and the reduction of scrap.
‘The intersection of five-axis milling machines,
advanced CAD/CAM software and advanced profile
geometry cutting tools is revolutionising the die
and mold and aerospace machining industries,’ says
managing director at ANCA Europe, Edmund Boland.
ANCA’s Laser Ultra tool measurement system,
together with RN34 software, gives tool manufacturers
all they need to manufacture complex profile endmills
productively to outstanding accuracy.
In ANCA’s showrooms in Coventry and Weinheim,
tool manufacturers can receive a live demonstration of
the possibilities they can open up with LaserUltra on
their machines.
The Coventry showroom has just been equipped
with a MX7 machine, presenting the LaserUltra, along
with a CPX blank preparation machine from January.

LaserUltra offers customers:
The components of the LaserUltra system are permanently installed in the
machine and are therefore always ready for use without restricting daily work.

• A cycle-time that is approximately 70 per cent faster
than LaserPlus in normal tool measurements, which
directly relates to increased productivity.
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• Greater accuracy, due to the continuous edge scan rather than a
number of points.
• Several new tool types, such as barrel shape cutters and lens shapes
are included with LaserUltra measurement cycles.
• New operations, such as run-out compensation and enhanced
functions.
• A larger working envelop means larger diameters and the length of
tools can be measured.
• The measurement reports have been modified to suit customers’
individual requirements.
• The elimination of errors caused by manual compensation process.
‘Gone are the days of manual, or external measurement and
compensation for critical dimensions, or profile forms, due to wheel
wear, or other grinding factors, as LaserUltra can measure and
compensate within a couple of microns,’ says ANCA software product
manager, Thomson Mathew.
‘All this is undertaken in process without taking the tools out of the
machine with complete control of process stability and capability.
‘These measurements are displayed at various locations to give our
customers complete visibility and trust in their grinding process,’ adds
Mr Mathew.
LaserUltra is an automatic OD, profile measurement and
compensating system for ANCA’s FX, MX and TX machines.
It is ideal for measuring and compensating tools to maintain tight
tolerances (0.002mm) in unmanned production grinding.
The in-process measurement is available in both digital and analog
for fast and accurate measurements to enable productivity and
performance improvements. It is permanently mounted inside the
machine and will not interfere with typical grinding processes and
accessories.
Using the laser, the operator can perform accurate in-process
measurement and compensation without removing tools from the
machine.
‘It gives customers the flexibility to service multiple markets,
supporting a large range of cutting tool applications, including all
types of endmills, or step tools - including profile, compression routers
and threadmills and several more,’ says Thomson Mathew.
‘Furthermore, different versions of LaserUltra can cover large
diameter ranges and various lengths depending on user cases.
‘And finally, LaserUltra can generate reports, which can be
configured depending on customers’ individual requirements,’
concludes Mr Mathew.

For further information tel 00 49620 184 66914 or
0044 247644 7000. Visit www.anca.com
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GL JOINERY STEPS UP TO THE MARK
WITH AN AMBITIOUS GROWTH PLAN
GL Joinery has increased its production capacity by 275 per
cent using Staircon by Elecosoft.
Stair design and production software has enabled the joinery
specialist to convert more customers, complete jobs quicker
and add new, intricate designs to its product range.
These improvements have driven a 30 per cent increase in
turnover and are enabling GL Joinery to grow at some speed.
Quality and quantity don’t have to be mutually exclusive in
terms of manufacturing, as GL Joinery Ltd can attest.
The staircase specialist, based in Middlesbrough, UK,
has increased its turnover by 30 per cent in 12 months by
modernising the way it creates staircases with Staircon by
Elecosoft.
Digitising design and automating the production process has
enabled GL Joinery to turn around customer projects much
quicker.
At the same time, the company can now offer new, intricate
design features to attract high value commissions.
The next step in GL Joinery’s ambitious growth plan is to
upgrade to a five-axis CNC machine and to introduce a “design
your own staircase” function to its website, powered by Staircon
software.

Making sure production keeps pace with demand

GL Joinery Ltd has been designing and manufacturing stairs
for over 20 years, for a broad-ranging customer base, including
building and development companies, local authorities and
individual home-owners.

In 2019, the company decided to scale up operations and
create new revenue streams, by updating its machinery and
core processes.
The critical first step was to invest in a new three-axis
CNC machine from Felder UK and Staircon stair design and
production software.
It took just four months from the initial conversations with
Elecosoft and Felder to the CAM software and the machine
being deployed and production starting, with only two days
required on-site for implementation, testing and to fully train
the team.
During the implementation period, GL Joinery was able to
use the CAD tools within Staircon to produce drawings and
production details.
‘Prior to using Staircon, everything was designed by hand,’
explains GL Joinery’s chief executive officer, Gary Lamming.
‘Even then, we needed to buy-in more complicated
staircases. Now we can produce everything in-house, from
straightforward jobs to spiral staircases, glass staircases and
floating staircases,’ says Mr Lamming.
In addition, the turnaround time is much quicker; before
Staircon we were fitting around 3-4 staircases/week. Now we’re
fitting 15. We can finally keep pace with demand!’ he exclaims.

Speeding up the design and manufacturing process

One key reason for GL Joinery’s increased capacity is the rate
at which Gary and his team can design staircases.
Rather than taking 3-5 hours to draw each staircase by
hand, Staircon can plan
designs in 2D, or visualise
them in 3D in just 20
minutes – providing an
immediate, clear view
of what the finished
product will look like.
‘Customers are always
impressed with our setup.They can come into
the workshop and see our
CNC machinery and then
look at the visualisations
we’ve created using
Staircon. Many of them
make the decision to
move ahead with us
straight away,’ proclaims
Gary Lamming.
Production processes
are also much quicker
with Staircon. It now
takes one day to cut
out and make an oak

staircase; more than a week less than the previous average
turnaround time.
‘For a straightforward job, such as a loft conversion, I can
measure up on a Tuesday and have the finished staircase
delivered to the customer by the Friday. It’s completely changed
our scale of production,’ says Gary.

Keeping waste materials to an absolute minimum

In addition to being much quicker, Staircon makes
production more resourceful. The software generates technical
drawings that give the team the exact quantity of wood needed
to create the correct number of lengths and treads required for
each staircase, limiting material waste.
‘We utilise every bit of timber that we have,’ explains Gary.
GL Joinery automatically calculates the price of each job,
using accurate data on material requirements.
Customer quotes can be generated in real-time, pulling
database information on the cost of materials and labour costs.
‘Every day we learn something new that Staircon can do to
make our life easier. The software is so easy to use and has
quickly become essential to our business,’ adds Gary.
One reason that Staircon has become a cornerstone of GL
Joinery’s operation is the close relationship between both
companies.
Any CAD/CAM enquiries can be managed remotely by
Staircon from its UK customer support base, to keep GL
Joinery running at full flight.

Expanding the limits of staircase design

Investing in Staircon has enabled GL Joinery to expand its
product range, as well as producing standard staircases costeffectively.
Gary and his team can custom-make even the most
complicated staircase designs, bringing in new, high-end
projects.
One of the company’s biggest success stories since onboarding
Staircon has been floating staircases.
Since introducing this product at the start of 2020, they now
have a number of floating staircases on order. And the firm is
even taking on complex designs for other manufacturers.
‘We’re now making staircases for other companies that haven’t
got the technology to manufacture intricate designs,’ explains
Gary.
‘We’ve gone from outsourcing certain jobs to becoming a
supplier!’ he adds.

Success in numbers: the impact of Staircon

• Increased capacity: GL Joinery can now turn around 15
staircase orders/week; a 275 per cent increase on previous
capacity.
• Quicker design: it takes 20 minutes to design a staircase
instead of 3-5 hours, with options for 2D or 3D visualisation.
• Faster production: the average time to cut out and make an
oak staircase has been reduced from eight days to less than one
day.
• Rapid expansion: turnover has increased by 30 per cent in 12
months, while Staircon’s speed and scalability has enabled GL
Joinery to step up production, moving to a bigger premises and
opening a new trade counter.
‘The quality of the products we’re producing speaks for itself.
All our new business is through word of mouth from existing
customers and we have positive feed-back every single day. We
get three referrals for every job that we do,’ proclaims Gary.

The only way is up

After taking such a huge leap forward in its business
operations in 2020, GL Joinery is keen to maintain the pace of
improvement in 2021.
The company has ordered a five-axis CNC machine to
facilitate new design features, such as curved hand-rails. Plans
are also afoot to increase staffing levels.
Additionally, GL Joinery aims to integrate Staircon into its
website, to launch a “design your own staircase” service.
‘We want to put the power into customers hands,’ Gary
concludes.
Once customers have perfected their online design, Staircon
software will generate a production drawing and price to
complete their online.
The manufacturing team will then cut out and ship all
components for assembly on-site; another revenue stream to
add to the tidal wave of opportunities that Staircon is creating
for GL Joinery.
For further information tel Elecosoft UK Ltd on
01844 261700. Visit www.elecosoft.com
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FUNCTIONALITY ABOVE ALL - AN
FEATURES OF the rANGE
ARE you looking for some information on a practical and
inexpensive woodworking machine that is easy to operate,
doesn’t take up too much room in your workshop and, most
importantly, comes up to all your woodworking designs?
In this article, Wood-Mizer presents the most important
features of the company’s moulders and planers and questions
the experts about their opinions on these woodworking
machines.
Let’s see if the reviews from the Wood-Mizer specialists –
Radoslaw Adamkiewicz, who deals daily with the engineering
development of moulders and planers and Adrian Bugala, who
helps customers with technical issues, can confirm the opinions
about the functionality, high precision and efficiency of these
machines.
What are the main applications for woodworking machines?
Do these machines indeed represent such a breakthrough and
provide innovative ideas for working with wood?
Woodworking products include a wide range of machines for
the final conversion of wood. Wood-Mizer’s range was largely
designed in the 1990s in Sweden.
Today they are manufactured and developed at Wood-Mizer’s
facilities in Poland and the USA. All woodworking machines
can be divided into industrial and consumer products and both
groups can be further equipped with numerous accessories
and extension kits.
The basic engineering idea of the designers was to build one

machine for a few woodworking operations, so that the user
could efficiently acquire the desired shape and dimensions
of the material and, most significantly, with the best possible
finish of the material surface.
‘Wood-Mizer’s range of woodworking machinery aims to
improve the process of material shaping. Particularly they
increase the work speed, quality and precision, ensure the
consistency of manufactured wood products, enable the mass
production and, ultimately, increase productivity,’ says product
manager of woodworking products, Radoslaw Adamkiewicz.
With their simple construction and compact dimensions,
moulders and planers match individual customer needs
and small-to-medium-sized wood production enterprises.
Many customers appreciate these machines, because of their
straightforward design and affordability.
‘If you decide to expand your business, or add another
manufacturing operation, there is no need to invest a great deal
of money and to find a large, empty space on the workshop
floor for these moulders and planers,’ explains the experienced
technical support engineer for woodworking products, Adrian
Bugala.
What kind of construction projects can you make with the
woodworking machines? Are operating moulders and planers
easy and safe?
With the wide range of woodworking machines, you can
select a specific unit for any wood construction, or project that
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uses wood as a basic construction material.
‘Depending on the type of moulder and planer, we can make
finished products in various shapes and profiles – beams,
boards, panels, furniture finish, doors, shelves, windows,
frames, handles, toys, etc. Anything you want, as long as it’s
wood!’ says Radoslaw Adamkiewicz.
A woodworking machine is relatively easy to use and
maintain. Therefore, a person lacking a great deal of experience
can still handle its operation after reading the user manual.
Additionally, customers can watch video tutorials recorded for
each model, or make a telephone call to obtain technical advice.
The machines are designed to be user-friendly, taking into
account ergonomics but, at the same time, retaining their
functionality.
‘Our moulders and planers have been designed with a good
deal of care and attention for the strict safety regulations
required in the European market for this kind of machinery.
It is for this reason that our customers can be assured that our
machines will deliver the highest level of safety at work,’ adds
Radoslaw.
What sort of benefits does the customer get when purchasing
a moulder and planer from Wood-Mizer?
Professional customer service and building good relations
with customers have always been placed high on the priority
list for Wood-Mizer.
The company has gained a good deal of respect and
recognition among wood industry customers not only by
providing them with premium machinery, but also by offering
professional customer support.
Customers can always count on assistance in making the right
choices for the machinery they need for their business.
‘We guide them through purchasing and shipping and they
can rely on the best technical service during the warranty and
post-warranty period,’ says Radoslaw.
The moment you become the owner of a moulder and planer,
you acquire a premium machine with a long list of benefits,’ he
adds.
Comparing the moulder and planers from Wood-Mizer with
the machines of competitive brands, it’s clear to understand
that Wood-Mizer has been borrowing from its 40 years of rich
experience in producing sawmills and bandsaw blades.
Wood-Mizer’s range of woodworking machines are a legacy of
the Swedish MOReTENs company, which had invented them
and successfully sold them on the Scandinavian market for a
few decades.
Thus, the vast specialised knowledge, high manufacturing
standards and the wide network of Wood-Mizer distributors
make an attractive offer for customers and bear tremendous
potential for further growth of woodworking products.
‘Wood-Mizer moulders and planers have a simple
construction and are easy to use. They can be equipped
with a range of accessories, including cutterheads and tools
designed for the specific woodworking models enhancing their
functionality,’ says Radoslaw Adamkiewicz.
‘All woodworking machines are adjusted and set up in the
factory and with a few minor parts that need re-assembling,
they are ready to work right after unpacking.
‘We put the machines through strict quality tests at every
stage of production and assembly. Our moulders and planers
are mechanically secured for shipment in the best possible way.
‘Our customers have at their disposal extensive technical
advice and service support and any necessary spare parts, or
accessories required are easily available at our warehouses,’
confirms Adrian Bugala.
A review of the most important functional features of
woodworking machines.
Designing a woodworking machine that would be highly
functional, compact in size, offers premium quality and
one which is price-affordable made the engineers set a few
fundamental negotiables.
Firstly, such a machine must have a few cutterheads driven by
separate motors, whilst replacing the knives should be quick
and easy.
Secondly, the work-table and the infeed and outfeed tables
need to provide stability, precision and durability that add to
the quality of final products.
Another essential feature of a good moulder and planer is its
comfortable and safe operation and quick adjustment, allowing
the user to work efficiently for longer periods.
Finally, a perfect woodworking machine has a compact size,
whilst maintaining the stability of the construction, shielding
the mechanical and electrical modules and providing an
effective sawdust exhaust mechanism.
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IN-DEPTH REVIEW OF THE VALUABLE
OF WOOD-MIZER MACHINERY
The cutterheads, drive motors and easily replaceable profile
knives
Wood-Mizer moulders and planers are designed for operation
with a few cutterheads (top, bottom, right and left) to create a
desired profile of the material after just one pass through the
machine.
‘Just one pass through the MP260/MP360/MP365 is sufficient
to profile the material simultaneously on four sides, giving it
the desired shape and dimensions,’ assures Adrian Bugala.
‘A separate motor powers each cutterhead and the drive
is passed using a belted gearbox. The cutterheads can be
engaged on demand, which practically means reduced power
consumption and lower levels of noise,’ explains Adrian.
Replacing the knives on the cutterheads shouldn’t take longer
than 10 minutes and the operation itself is both intuitive and
straightforward. It’s the special grooves on the horizontal shaft
that make exchanging the knives work so simple.
The solid steel infeed/outfeed tables and the robust cast-iron
work-table
Woodworking machinery needs stability and precision.
Wood-Mizer moulders and planers meet this challenge without
much problem, because they have solid infeed/outfeed tables
made of galvanized steel.
‘The infeed table allows for easy feeding of large-sized
material through the machine. The same refers to the outfeed
table, which feeds the material out of the machine stably and
securely,’ confirms Adrian.
There’s one notable feature of all woodworking machines
made by Wood-Mizer – it’s a cast-iron table, placed very near
the cutterheads and the feed rollers.
The raw material used for the production of these tables is
supplied by proven and trusted European foundries and the
process of maturing takes at least 12 months, before it reaches
the CNC planing station.
The detailed manufacturing process of making the castiron table guarantees a high quality of this part. The cast-iron
tables used in woodworking machines are remarkable for their
enhanced resistance to wear and deformation, high level of
vibration damping and the increased stability even with all
electrical motors working with full power.
Quick adjustments and an easy-to-access control panel
The woodworking machines’ high level of functionality
develops several simplistic and effective ways of adjustment and
maintenance.
‘All regulations and adjustments of the woodworking
parameters are performed quickly and precisely by a hand
crank, or a lever when planing on the MP160/MP180.
The main work-table moves vertically on four trapezoidal
screws, providing much stability and the accuracy of
adjustments,’ explains Adrian.
‘The control panel is clear and logical. The operator can
position it ergonomically, so that it can always be within easy
reach.
It includes the main power switch, a light indicating the
presence of voltage, an emergency stop, the switches engaging
the electrical motors separately,’ says Adrian.

The compact and lightweight construction of woodworking machines

The compact size makes the woodworking machines very
comfortable moving around a small workshop. The optional
castor wheels help to roll the machines aside, providing the
ability to clear the room for other necessary operations.
‘At each cutterhead, there’s a sawdust exhaust port to direct the
sawdust precisely into the exhaust outlet,’ notes Adrian.
‘The steel and robust machine case provides safety for
the operator at work and the protection for the parts and
components, such as electrical motors, gearboxes, drive chains,
etc,’ he adds.
The best offer of woodworking machines on the market?
The Wood-Mizer specialists are in no doubt that these
woodworking machines are fantastic in terms of transforming
wood into the final product!
The knowledge and experience of Wood-Mizer specialists,
Radosław Adamkiewicz and Adrian Bugała provide the best
assurance that, at the moment you purchase a moulder and
planer from Wood-Mizer, your expectations and requirements
will be totally fulfilled, and in most cases, even surpassed.
For further information tel Wood-Mizer on 01622 813201.
Visit www.woodmizer.co.uk
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MAKITA LAUNCHES NEW DRILL
LEADING power tool manufacturer, Makita UK
professional, having a range of powerful cordless
has extended its powerful XGT 40VMax range of
machines to hand is key to ensuring maximum on-site
machinery with the launch of the DA001G brushless
efficiency and productivity – especially when embarking
angle drill.
on high-demand applications,’ says marketing manager
The DA001G is a powerful addition to any tool-box.
of Makita UK, Kevin Brannigan.
It delivers a no-load speed of up to 1,500rpm and a
‘Our XGT range has been specifically designed to
maximum torque of 136nm, offering outstanding
tackle these tasks without compromising on battery
performance for heavy load applications.
run time, so users can keep working disruption free for
It features two mechanical gears and variable speed
longer,’ adds marketing manager of Makita UK, Kevin
control, so that operators can easily adjust the output to Brannigan.
suit the task in hand.
For further information tel Makita on 01908 211678.
In order to ensure efficiency, the DA001G includes
Makita’s innovative automatic torque drive technology Visit www.makitauk.com
that works to automatically
adjust the output according to
the load conditions.
The inclusion of a torque
limiter also protects the
machine from mechanical
overload and damage and the
operator, if the bit gets jammed
when drilling during highdemand tasks.
In order to ensure user
comfort and safety, the DA001G
can be used with either a front,
or side handle. It also features
an auto power off function,
which shuts down the machine
if it is idle for extended periods,
protecting the user from
accidental injury.
At the same time Makita has
launched the DG001G brushless
earth auger, which is ideal for
creating even and consistent
holes for fence posts.
‘For any construction

IMA SCHELLING UK
ENHANCES CUSTOMER
SERVICE WITH LAUNCH
OF NEW WEBSITE
IMA Schelling UK is a subsidiary of IMA Schelling
Anlagenbau in Austria, which is part of the IMA Schelling
Group. Schelling celebrated 100 years of manufacturing in
2017 and is one of the most experienced saw manufacturers
in the world.
IMA Schelling has always maintained a great relationship
with all of its customers and nothing was going to change that
during lockdown.
Since the acquisition of IMA Klessmann UK Ltd in March
2021 the company has gone from strength to strength and
can offer the full range of IMA Schelling group equipment to
its customers - not just saws, but also edge-banders and CNC

machines. The company has also launched a new website in
2021 –www.schelling-solutions.co.uk – to inform customers of
its other services and product lines.
Customers can find other complimentary and supporting
equipment, such as lifters and shredders (hoggers) for wood
waste, alongside many other items of interest.
IMA Schelling aims to provide the right solution for its
customers, no matter what their specific requirements may be.
For further information tel IMA Schelling UK on 01937
586340. Visit www.schelling-solutions.co.uk
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ISSUE 34 OUT NOW!

IF YOU WISH TO VIEW ALL PREVIOUS 12
ISSUES OF KITCHEN MAKER TO DATE
VISIT THE MAGAZINE’S WEBSITE:

www.kitchen-maker.co.uk
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